
An interesting hand?
This month’s hand is taken from a Basil Marks Cup event in 2009. As North, with EW vulnerable, you 
pick up a ‘monster’:

North E S W N
S QJ86532 and the bidding goes 1D NB 1S
H NB 2D NB 5S
D NB 6S NB NB
C AKQ865 NB

East led CJ and the following dummy went down:
South
S AK
H K942
D K10875
C 94

and declarer rapped up all 13 tricks in very quick time. The full hand is given below. 
North
S QJ86532
H 
D 
C AKQ865

West East
S 10 S 973
H AQ106 H J8753
D AQJ643 D 92
C 32 C J107

South
S AK
H K942
D K10875
C 94

Should NS have reached the ‘cold’ grand slam? It’s tricky and probably dependent on whether South 
feels he can assign full value to his SAK. So, how might the bidding have gone? Well North’s bid of 5S 
was meant to convey that he was confident of making 5S opposite a suitable opener (containing at least 
a doubleton spade). South might have reflected that if there were 11 tricks in North’s hand, adding SAK 
ought to give the grand slam, but it was not clear to him as to the extent to which North might be hoping 
for particular cards in South’s hand outside the trump suit, eg DA.

An alternative approach would have been for South to open a weak NT, thereby resolving any rebid 
problems. His choice of 1D was intended to keep open the possibility of a 4-4 heart fit, but this 
represented only one chance in three in terms of possible responses (the others being 1S or 2C). When 
he hears the 1S response, his only possible rebid is 2D, which would be fraught with danger if it were 
passed round to East and he were to reopen with a double, placing his partner with some strength. If 
South does open 1NT, North can use a transfer bid to set the suit and again raise to 5S. It wouldn’t help 
North to use an ace enquiry bid because his two voids are almost certainly key to the end result and, 
after a 1NT opening, South cannot show what North needs to know (two particular key cards). In the 
suggested sequence following a 1NT opening, is it easier for South to bid 7S? Perhaps. As the cards lie, 
the additional effect of South opening 1NT is that West would almost certainly enter the fray either with 
2D or with a conventional bid to show his 6-4 in the red suits. Either way it would have made it easier for 
South to imagine the red suit shortage opposite and to see the full importance of his SAK.

Some readers might be thinking that after the 1NT opener and transfer sequence, the use of the Grand 
Slam Force would make matters much clearer for South. However, imagine a South hand which has 
neither SA nor SK. In those circumstances, you don’t want to be any higher than 5S of course. A very 
interesting hand indeed and one where the choice of opening bid was crucial to the outcome in more 
ways than one!
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